
Language Assignment 7
Final Project

Due: 9:00 am, Wednesday, July 1, 2015

For this assignment, youwill compile your previous language assignments, revising them lightly according
to the feedback I have provided you. The final project must be turned in on paper, typed, along with the
graded earlier versions of LA 1–6. You should put your revised version of each language assignment in
its own numbered section, and feel free to subdivide these further for clarity. See Macaulay 2011: ch. 4 for
more about this.

Remember these overall guidelines:

· Your example numbers should be formatted and referenced in the text as described in Macaulay
2011: 58–62. Example numbers continue across sections (they don’t restart at each section).

· Your sections on the phonemic inventory and phonological processes should use IPA transcrip-
tions for both /underlying/ and [surface] forms, even if your sources do not use the IPA consistently.

· When you discuss a syntactic or semantic phenomenon (or a morphological phenomenon that does
not involve phonological alternations) and your source(s) use a practical orthography, you may
use that instead of converting into the IPA.

· In-text examples in the orthography should be italicized and immediately followed by English glosses
in ‘single quotes’ (Macaulay 2011: 63).

· When your examples are sentences (or words whose morphological breakdown is relevant), you
should provide interlinear glossing. See Macaulay 2011: 59–61 for more details about this, and you
should follow the Leipzig Glossing Rules, which are posted in the Resources area of Classesv*2.

· Each example should include a citation to the page number (and example number, if applicable) in
the source.

· You may use ungrammatical examples to help you describe the pattern, but don’t construct these
yourself. Only use examples that are in your sources.

· You do not have to come to the same conclusion as the author of your source about what is going
on in terms of word order, but regardless, you should signal clearly what analytical ideas are theirs
(and which are yours, if you present some of your own).

· Your references section must follow the Unified Style Sheet for Linguistics Journals and should
include all the materials you found on your language, including those I suggested as part of my
feedback on LA 1.

· If I indicated on LA 1 that you needed to make some formatting changes to your references (e.g.,
capitalizing the first letter of a subtitle, using a different item type, etc.), I highly recommend that
you make these changes in Zotero and then re-export.

· You should cite your language’s page in the Ethnologue like this: (Lewis et al. 2015: Shona).
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